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NEW QUESTION: 1
While conducting analysis during the discovery phase, several artifacts are obtained as outputs
from activities such as surveys, questionnaires, and data gathering.
What is the LEAST significant option?
A. Navigation structure
B. Content types that must be migrated
C. Mobile and tablet display features
D. Page load speed
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which of the following could be detected by a network intrusion detection system (IDS)?
A. Emailed virus attachments
B. Unauthorized file change
C. Internally generated attacks
D. Undocumented open ports
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
You are the lead technical designer for a new B2C retail application. A key goal is to minimize
design and build complexity in order to maximize speed to market.
Which two features of JPA make it the most appropriate technology to use in building the
persistence layer of the application?
A. JPA provides transparent scalability
B. JPA provides vendor-neutral database access
C. JPA ensures optimal database access logic
D. JPA provides ACID semantics
E. JPA ensures thread safe semantics
F. JPA does not require an FJB container
Answer: B,D
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